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and context
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Informed by 
• Outcomes of 250+ impact assessments – what works, what doesn’t
• Clients’ geographic location – greater global exposure
• Clients’ changing contexts – new strategies, priorities, realities 
• Greater involvement, representation, engagement and experiences of 

investees, beneficiaries and recipients – more involved and participatory 
development

• Growing importance of impact investment, management and 
measurement – new global standards

• Impact of technology – greater speed, scale, efficiency

New vision
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Result
• New (delayed) research report with greater focus on the future
• New websites (two) – more resources, case studies, books
• New masterclass focused on impact management and measurement
• New services and products – Investment Impact Index™ 
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It’s complicated

• Growing awareness of the complexity, interconnectedness and systemic nature of development and humanitarian 
issues, and between society and the environment.

• New insights that simplistic views, perceptions and solutions may be why there is so much waste, duplication and 
ineffectiveness in the sector, and that new institutions and organisational structures will be required.

• Increased criticism of philanthropy and its associated practices is driving a new understanding of how the sector is 
perceived and the value it delivers to society.

• The realisation that society, the economy and the environment are interconnected and interdependent, which 
means development practices cannot be segregated or siloed.

2020 – A moment in time
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The significance of 2020

Two decades into the new millennium, the world is affected by complexity and constant change, 
and this has an effect on the humanitarian ecosystem.
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The sector is ready for disruption – and it is a good thing

04

We reflect the world around us, and the economy, our society and the environment are changing, 
which is causing us to rethink what we do, how we do it and the value we deliver.

In a world that demands transparency and accountability, we need to respond adequately.

01

02

2020 – A moment in time

02

03 To be resilient, we have to disrupt … or be disrupted.
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2018 – New realities

Shifting priorities and challenges 

Political uncertainty, nationalisation, patriotism, 
trade wars, more conservative and restrictive 

policies and prohibitive tax/governance 
legislation, distrust, conflicting and competing 

focus areas had an impact on resource 
availability, allocation and distribution
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Diversity, equality and inclusion (DEI)

• Reflecting the realities of the sector became a 
contentious issue

• Do we mirror the society we serve and in which 
we operate, or do we stand apart?

• Do we really understand the challenges society 
faces and do we have adequate responses and 
solutions?
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Development priorities became a moving target 

Fast-changing and competing priorities meant 
our focus kept changing

• from technology funding to enterprise 
development

• from education to homelessness

• from disaster response to persistent 
challenges, such as education and health
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2018 – New realities

Value created and delivered

• Became the focus point for all stakeholders in the 
development ecosystem.

• The rising demand for services, data and evidence and 
the expectation to deliver measurable and sustainable 
impact contributed to both the growth and demise of 
the sector – simultaneously.

• The realisation that the sector is inadequately 
resourced on all levels meant that major restructuring 
of all institutions across the stakeholder value chain 
was required.
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2019 – Turmoil and disruption
Resources were redirected

• Less foreign aid from official donor countries.

• The declining share was redirected to crisis-driven/war-torn, fragile and 
conflict-ridden countries.

• Humanitarian aid was used as a tool to stem migration, achieve foreign 
policy objectives, respond to health and climate-related crises, and 
derive domestic economic benefits.

• Donald Trump: “The United States is by far the world’s largest giver of 
foreign aid. But few give anything to us. That is why we are taking a hard 
look at US foreign assistance. Moving forward, we are only going to give 
foreign aid to those who respect us and, frankly, are our friends.”

• The Trump administration has never hidden its belief that foreign aid 
should only to countries that provide something in return, including 
support for US positions at the UN.

07 Next Generation Consultants – All rights reserved
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2019 – Turmoil and disruption

08

Resources declined

ODA from OECD’s 30 DAC members totalled $153 bn in 2018$153
• Bilateral ODA to the least-developed countries fell by 3% from 2017
• Aid to Africa fell by 4%
• Humanitarian aid and assistance overall fell by 8% 

Boris Johnson’s wish that aid should serve the UK’s political and commercial interests could mean a merger for the 
Department of International Development (DFID). “We can’t keep spending huge sums of British taxpayers’ money 
as though we were some independent Scandinavian NGO.”

• The World Health Organisation needs to raise an additional $14 billion to support existing requirements

• The Global Climate Fund is short of $4 billion after pledges and commitments

• The Global Financing Facility to improve health and nutrition for women is short of $2 billion

• USAID changed from a traditional grants agency to an innovative finance and private-sector investment agency 
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2020 – Opportunity for disruption 

Need for scale and speed to solve persistent and 
new humanitarian challenges

• New blended development and commercial 
approaches that utilise social and digital 
innovation and technology create blended as 
well as shared value, and bring new hope

09

New themes and priorities 

• Driven by new development agendas: conscious 
capital, inclusive development, gender-based 
development, human-centric development, SDG-
themed investments

Quest for impact and return on investment

• Will align and integrate commercial approaches, 
investment and development practice

• New blended financial models will bring about new 
organisational configurations and collaborations to 
guarantee impact and return (funding for results)

New and bigger alliances 

• New actors and organisational configurations 
that span all continents will create an integrated, 
more efficient and connected ecosystem
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2030 – A new social compact

Gen Z and youth activism – the “Greta Thunberg effect”

• The next generation is explicit about their future, 
the planet and society they want to inherit.

• They are demanding a new social compact 
that will force the humanitarian sector, government, 
finance institutions, the media as well as society to 
reconsider what we will leave behind for the next 
generation.

• Either we disrupt now or we will be disrupted.

10

Debate about a new 
“social compact” is at 

the centre of 
disruption across the 
sector – an explicit or 

implicit agreement 
with society about the 

responses, services, 
support and value that 

should be created. 
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Hindsight:

A volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) world calls for a rethink

11

A disrupted sector
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Hindsight: Towards better practice
A commercial approach to development

12

New structures

Social purpose organisations, 
social enterprises, impact 

businesses, commercial deals, 
impact bonds, impact 

investments

New definitions

Strategic, catalytic, systemic, 
human-centred, return on 

investment 

New vocabulary

Responsive, contributory, 
trust-based, participatory, 
collaborative, institutional 

development
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Hindsight: Towards better practice
Increased recognition of the need for better practices 
Best practice may never be achieved due to the fragmented nature of 
humanitarian need and aid responses
New standards, principles, guidelines, frameworks for greater impact, 
transparency, accountability and quality are emerging
• The Humanitarian Quality Assurance Initiative (HQAI)
• International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI)
• Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Humanitarian 

Response – 2018: The Sphere Handbook
Minimum standards are continuously being defined and developed
• Entry-level requirements: evidence of research, baseline data, 

scientific development models, stakeholder engagement, theories 
of change, impact/investment theses and logic model frameworks

• IFC Operating Principles for Impact Management
• Seven Principles of Maximising Social Value
• Social and Environmental Capital Protocols

13 Next Generation Consultants – All rights reserved
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Hindsight: New design influences
New programme design aspects: Collaborative and more localised approach to development

14

Collaborative and participatory programme design with affected and impacted communities and 
stakeholders are expected – “nothing for us, without us”

Greater acknowledgement and awareness of indigenous and local contexts – especially for INGOs

Inclusivity, equality, diversity, co-designed and scalable development practices – interventions have 
become outcomes- and impact-driven, not input-, activity- or output-driven

Performance contracts and pay-what-it-takes or results-based finance to achieve impact are becoming 
standard practice – however, the NGO starvation cycle must be addressed to ensure more inclusive, 
sustainable and equitable development of all stakeholders in the ecosystem

01
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Hindsight: New, blurred and blended boundaries

Pioneering organisations have blended social and environmental outcomes, objectives and aims with 
commercial approaches

• Blended-value and social purpose organisations, social enterprises and B Corporations have become part of 
the humanitarian ecosystem

• Integrated economic, social and environmental development approaches receive more attention and funding

• For-profit and commercial organisations have become contenders for investment resources

• More funding for technology solutions and innovation hubs and competitions have brought new resources 
and alliances, but also greater competition

15

The development sector has become less 
defined with new entrants, institutional 

structures and business models

Boundaries between public (government), 
private (business) and social (non-profit) 

sectors have blurred
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Hindsight: New expectations
The core premise of philanthropy, humanitarian aid, grantmaking and social investment is challenged

16

Various role-players challenge aid effectiveness, call for measurable impact and guaranteed outcomes, 
and demand greater sustainability

Traditional humanitarian response remains plagued by power imbalances, rivalry between organisations 
and perverse incentives contributes to new and emerging power groups

To address these challenges, our starting point should be the kind of humanitarian outcomes the world 
needs rather than adjusting current ecosystems to what we have

01
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Hindsight: Voices of dissent

Growing criticism 

• The effectiveness of humanitarian aid, 
philanthropy and grantmaking practice 
is challenged.

• Political influence and power imbalances over 
development dollars are questioned.

• The investment objectives of social and impact 
investors are widely contested.

• Complex systems require complex solutions, 
while existing theories of changes are hopelessly 
inadequate without rigorous research or deep 
situational assessment, and are based on risky 
assumptions.

17

Background of backlash

• Sparked by the $1 billion pledge after the 
Notre Dame fire, while there are so many 
social justice needs. 

• Private philanthropists were attacked for 
potentially receiving tax breaks.

• Commenters said if the wealthy paid their fair 
share of taxes, the French government would 
have the resources to reconstruct the cathedral 
and address socio-economic inequalities.
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Hindsight: A sector forced to change
Europe – pushing back on what is perceived as private funders’ inappropriate influence on 
public policy 

USA – questioning the power dynamic that enables wealthy private funders to impose 
solutions to social and environmental problems without being required to involve affected 
communities 

Titles of recent books and articles speak volumes: 

• Winners take all: The elite charade of changing the world – Anand Giridharadas

• Gospels of giving for the new gilded age – Elizabeth Kolbert

• Just giving: Why philanthropy is failing democracy and how it can do better – Rob Reich 

• The business of changing the world – Raj Kumar

Globally – the rise of populism, discontent and illiberal tendencies have led to accusations 
that philanthropy is used as a tool to further political agendas or consolidate power 

Social investors who engage with socially and politically sensitive issues are often targeted 
by campaigns to delegitimise their work, philanthropic intent and funding resources 

Several governments have proposed or adopted laws that restrict how NGOs operate or 
receive philanthropic/humanitarian funding

18 Next Generation Consultants – All rights reserved
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Hindsight: New global framework for development 
SDG era

• Redefining and reorganising development portfolios and focus 
areas according to 17 globally recognisable themes

• Indicators to measure progress and impact are adapted and 
standardised globally

• Grant proposals and applications for funding are restructured 
according to SDG themes

• Donors, funders and investors are measuring against and 
reporting on SDG outcomes 

• Alignment between national and global development priorities is 
more evident

SDGs prompt deep thinking and actions aimed at systems change, 
recognising the interconnectedness of the development ecosystem

19
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Hindsight: Influence of the SDGs
Who is funding the SDGs? What is being funded?

• SDG 13 (climate action) has the highest priority among organisations; 
focus area for 62%

• SDG 13 and SDG 12 (responsible consumption and production) scored 
highest in the European and Asia Pacific regions

• SDG 8 (decent work and economic growth) scored highest in North and 
South America 

• SDG 3 (ensure healthy lives) and SDG 4 (ensure inclusive and equitable 
quality education for all) received the lion’s share of the funding to date 
(both more than $18 billion) 

• SDG 5 (achieve gender equality) ranks third, but received considerably 
less funding

• SDG 16 (promote peaceful and inclusive societies and justice for all) is 
close behind; a number of the grants overlap with SDG 5, which suggests 
that peace and justice are strongly correlated with gender equality

• SDG 14 (life below water) is the least prioritised globally – only 10% of 
organisations see it as relevant

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation – $12,68 bn

Fidelity Charitable Foundation – $4,64 bn

Silicon Value Community Foundation – $2,21 bn
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Hindsight: Africa and the SDGs
The challenge

Only 40% of the indicators in the global SDG data framework are accompanied by data in Africa

The SDG financing gap for Africa is estimated at between $500 billion and $1,2 trillion annually

Only three goals are likely to meet the 2030 target: 

Of the 13 goals that have sufficient data (after 2015), it is considered likely that 10 goals will not 
be achieved by 2030

African countries are not just underperforming regarding these goals (SDGs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 16); the reality is that achieving them appears virtually impossible 

SDG 15
Life on land

SDG 5
Gender equality

SDG 13
Climate action 

21
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Hindsight: SDGs – opportunity and risk
The reality

SDG 1: No poverty
Progress over the long term, but only in relative terms; in absolute numbers, poverty has increased 

SDG 2: Zero hunger
With the exception of North Africa, food insecurity in Africa persists at over 25%

SDG 3: Good health
Under-five mortality rates are highest in Africa and well above the global average

SDG 4: Quality education
More than 50% of African countries have a primary school enrolment rate of over 90%; will likely reach 
100% by 2030 if efforts are sustained

SDG 7: Affordable and clean energy
Half of the continent has electrification rates of less than 40% 

SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth
Unemployment remains high in Africa (5+% in >40 countries), reflecting the demographic challenge as 
well as a lack of structural change; real GDP per person employed has also fallen 

22
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Hindsight: Examples of SDG initiatives

SDG 2:  Zero hunger

MasterCard and the World Food Programme have rolled out an innovative e-voucher programme to deliver
food assistance to Syrian refugees in Lebanon

• Nearly $20 million injected into local markets in April

• About 715 000 refugees buy food at nearly 250 merchants; revenue increase of 6% to 12%

• The programme intends to reach 1,1 million refugees this year

• A similar programme in Jordan will distribute $250 million in food assistance and reach 710 000 Syrian 
refugees this year

23
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Hindsight: Examples of SDG initiatives
SGD 17:  Partnership and collaboration

In Rwanda, with 70+% youth unemployment, the UNDP-
supported YouthConnekt platform provides an integrated 
physical and virtual platform to enable young people to 
create employment opportunities and engage in their 
community

• Supported by a partnership between government, banks, 
private sector, youth groups, INGOs and local NGOs

• Created 8 000 jobs, enabled 1 million youths to engage in 
voluntary community service and involved over 4 million 
young people in activities to promote positive values and 
attitudes

• Expanded to Cape Verde, the DRC, Liberia, Sierra Leone, 
Uganda and Zambia

24
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Eye on the future

• The SDGs have become the drivers for national governments to align their own 
development priorities and policies with the global agenda.

• Similarly, the SDGs give businesses an opportunity to align and integrate their 
operational and sustainability strategies for increased competitive advantage.

25

• For social and impact investors, the SDGs provide clearly defined objectives with comparative benchmarks 
and indicators to measure impact and return on investment against.

• For the humanitarian sector, the SDGs provide a common language and standardised framework against 
which value and impact created and delivered can be measured.

• Therefore the SDGs are the most significant driver for future development practice, investment strategies 
as well as programme direction.
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Insight:
An uncertain future

Past responses to changing circumstances and acknowledged problems in humanitarian assistance tended to be piecemeal 
and uneven, tweaking the current system rather than challenging the underlying structures and assumptions on which it 
operates. Given the challenges the system faces, incremental reform may no longer be enough.
26
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Insight: A future influenced by its past
Four trends that will have an enormous impact on the sector’s evolvement:

27

Recognition that philanthropy and grantmaking may not be effective mechanisms to bring about 
sustainable change → increased criticism of the sector.

Recognition that the existing humanitarian ecosystem is failing; new actors are expected to bring about 
greater efficiency.

Combined effect of SDGs, 4IR and new technological advances will continue to shape future performance 
management practices, capital flow and priority development areas. 

Taking innovation to scale effectively = critical challenge for global humanitarian community. 
• Need to move beyond the plethora of successful early-stage (pilot) innovations
• Need to develop interventions that address systemic and persistent challenges – not small, once-off 

interventions
• Need to deliver impact at scale and across sectors
• Need evidence of what works, plus universal standards to benchmark innovation against 
• Need organisations that are adequately capacitated, human resources that are adequately remunerated 

and incentivised to innovate, and innovative funding mechanisms that reward innovation
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Insight: Increased complexity
The focus has shifted from lifting up the desperately poor to growing regional economies, for example  
Opportunity Zones created by The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (US), allowing and encouraging investments in 
lower-income areas through tax advantages. 

28

Competing global development challenges brought about a variety of approaches and focus areas

• New priorities – climate change, youth development, employment creation

• New issues – inclusion, inequality and homelessness

• New evolutions – linking relief, rehabilitation and development

• New ways of working – achieving collective outcomes that reduce need, risk and vulnerability

Domestic politics and priorities also contribute to an overall landscape of complexity, requiring greater 
collaboration, coordination and coherence between private/government and humanitarian actors.

Stakeholders in the ecosystem of global development are struggling to keep up with the pace of change, staying 
relevant and innovate for impact.
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Insight: Multilevel humanitarian crisis
Ending extreme poverty is no longer the defining lens of development

The humanitarian sector faces a multilevel crisis – and is inadequately structured to cope

29

Protracted crises – elevated levels of humanitarian needs are normalised over a long period, 
e.g. human rights, gender issues, civil war, famine

Recurrent crises – regularly reappear with similar dynamics, though scale and intensity can vary, 
e.g. health epidemics such as Ebola

Emerging crises – becoming increasingly relevant or may potentially have a larger impact due to the 
changing dynamics of global risk, e.g. migration and refugee issues, as well as increased natural disasters 
due to climate change
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Insight: A failing ecosystem

30

An overly siloed sector rather than a holistic, integrated system that addresses humanitarian issues with  
systemic solutions

Increasing mismatch between the range of needs of people and the short-term solutions provided

Lack of appropriate skills and competencies among development practitioners and professionals

Lack of adequately capacitated, funded, structured, staffed and resourced organisations

A disconnect or separation between the sector’s enormous effort and actual impact in saving lives and 
alleviating suffering 

A Western bias in the interpretation of core principles of development (humanity, impartiality, neutrality 
and independence) discounts local/indigenous knowledge and experience

Failure to ensure transformative change by not placing people and communities at the centre of crisis 
response or development solutions, instead defining people by their victimhood, poverty or helplessness
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Insight: Innovation for disruption
Innovation has become a strategy to remain relevant and competitive

31

The move from goods and 
services to cash-based aid

– will disintermediate long-term/ 
established players, making them 

irrelevant and will devalue 
traditional approaches to 

delivering services,
e.g. distribution, logistics, 
project and supply chain 
management and human 
resources on the ground

New technology solutions draw 
commercial interest

– telecom and financial service 
providers are increasingly entering 

the field, capitalising on 
commercial and business 

opportunities, including service 
provision through technology 
platforms and infrastructure, 
e.g. selling airtime, electricity, 

insurance, banking, community 
services and commerce solutions 
over mobile technology platforms

Consortia funding, 
crowdsourced goods 

and services and individual 
and online fundraising 

become viable options for 
communities directly (without 

intermediaries), providing direct 
access to funding and resources

01 02 03
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Insight: Innovation for disruption

32

Exceptional work by e.g. Elrha, Nesta, ANDE and Ashoka

• developing and focusing on innovative large-scale 
development approaches to create systems change

• de-risking, testing and financing innovative, complex 
and commercial development models

• providing access to extensive research support, 
business development services and global 
commercial partnerships

• able to fast-track innovative development practices 
at greater speed and scale, bringing about greater 
efficiencies but also integration of solutions that are 
customised for beneficiaries and investees through 
local partnerships
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Insight: Examples of innovation
Creative Reaction Lab (CRXLAB)

• Equity-centered Community Design – unique 
creative problem-solving process integrating 
history and healing practices, addressing power 
dynamics, and co-creating with the community

• The goal is to use human-centred design 
to achieve sustained community health, 
economic opportunities, and social and 
cultural solidarity 

• A youth development programme aimed 
at black and Latinx high school students 
interested in entrepreneurship, creativity, 
community development; to gain hands-on 
experience in campaigning for social justice 
and fostering change in their communities 

33

Translators without 
Borders (TWB)

• Innovative language-
focused solutions

• Replicable and scalable 
machine translation 
model for low-resource 
languages, especially in 
refugee camps 

Paga

• Nigeria’s market leader in mobile 
payments and digital 
financial services that is driving 
financial access by an agent 
network 

• Small kiosk shops, pharmacies, 
etc. deliver a variety of financial 
services, including P2P money 
transfers, transfers to bank 
accounts, bill payments, airtime 
purchases, receiving remittances, 
savings, and continually introduce 
greater financial/retail services 
through its platforms. 
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Insight: Leading through disruption
New implementation configurations that represent complexity

• We need to shift from supply-driven to demand-driven humanitarian 
response models

• We need to move from sector/cluster/portfolio development approaches to 
an integrated geographic/location-based approach – looking holistically at the 
needs and capacity in a community

Aid is everyone’s business

• Delivering assistance to affected populations is a multisectoral affair

• Community participation, collaboration and partnerships need to be demanded, 
rewarded and celebrated

Marketplace for aid

• Global and local (country-specific) marketplaces and platforms for humanitarian 
and development services, resources and requirements need to be created

34 Next Generation Consultants – All rights reserved
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Insight: Opportunity through disruption
A new narrative – sharing the success stories and insights of learning, change and impact

• Backed up by evidence of impact – how humanitarian efforts benefitted economies, societies 
and the environment

New distributed leadership models – from global to local

• New generation of leaders and organisations presenting solutions based on and aligned to local contexts 
– we need to “decolonise” development practice in Africa

Rapid response funds – incorporating local community assets

• While remaining focused on persistent systemic challenges and responsive to emerging/changing 
needs in communities, we need to change the perception that communities are only recipients

Bigger general operating support strategies and funds – to ensure sustainability

• Recognise that to effect change, well-resourced and effective organisations need to be created

• Capacity building and full cost operating budgets must become standard practice

• We need to move away from the starvation cycle of development actors to full-cost funding strategies –
we need to pay what it takes to ensure sustainable development practice

35
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Eye on the future: Disruption for impact
• An uncertain future will require the humanitarian sector to adapt faster, respond quicker and innovate at 

greater scale.

36

Future scenarios for stakeholders in the sector may include:

• End-to-end solutions providers

• Fit-for-purpose organisations

• Intermediaries and facilitators of networks, services, funds

• Accepting that different forms of humanitarianism may co-exist would go a long way towards removing 
ideological blockages that prevent skilled and capable responders – whether international, governmental 
or local – from working more cohesively. Finding more commonality rather than distinction in approaches 
will go a long way to creating a more sustainable future.
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Foresight:
Resilient, effective and
efficient
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Foresight: Four impact drivers

38

Impact ecosystem

Forward-thinking organisations that address 
environmental and social challenges with new 
integrated approaches that deliver a range of 
returns, including blended and shared value, and 
social and human capital

Impact technology 

Driven by advances brought about by the 4IR and 
digital technology – with the speed and scale to 
address persistent economic, social and 
environmental challenges

Impact management and measurement 

Aimed at ensuring aid and developmental relevance, 
coherence, timeliness, effectiveness, sustainability, 
impact and return on investment

Impact economy 

Innovative and blended financial models and 
instruments that leverage resources for greater 
impact
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Foresight: Disruption
Impact economy
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Foresight: Impact economy
Distinctly practical at its core

40

Consists of organisations that make a conscious decision, with the intent to contribute to measurable 
positive social or environmental impact, alongside financial return. 

Includes organisations that set themselves up for sustainable economic prosperity – profit with purpose.

It is about leveraging financial resources to ensure increased investments in society, the environment, 
local economies and the supporting infrastructure.

It is about producing a viable pipeline of future impact enterprises and utilising social and philanthropic 
investments to de-risk commercial investment capital. 

It is about organisations that intentionally act to avoid harm, benefit stakeholders and contribute to 
solutions.
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Foresight:  New capital spectrum

41

Philanthropy

• Investments that create 
positive social and/or 
environmental impact, 
and does not seek 
financial return

Impact investment

• Investments that seek 
measurable social and/
or environmental 
impact alongside 
financial returns

Responsible and 
sustainable investment

• Investments that 
acknowledge ESG factors 
that seek financial 
returns

Traditional investment

• Investments that seek to 
maximise financial return

Social value Blended social and financial value Financial value
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Foresight:  New financial instruments

Type of investor Traditional investor Responsible investor
Sustainable 

investor
Thematic impact investor Impact investor

Strategic, corporate, 
social and venture 

philanthropy investor

Traditional 
philanthropic investor |

Charitable donor |

Grantmaker

The new paradigm: Blended finance and impact capital

Investing Impact investing Investing and donating

Investment focus
Profit and return 
maximisation

Mitigate ESG risks and retain 
value 

Consider ESG 
impact 
opportunities and 
enhance value

Focus on market growth 
opportunity 

Focus on positive impact and 
return on investment

Focus on positive impact and 
return, effectiveness, 
scalability

Focus on sustainable 
development and 
impact, according to 
development objectives 
and missions

Return focus Return is paramount Comprehensive returns Market-related returns
Market-related returns, but 
trade off and concessionary 
returns may be considered

No financial return 
expected

Underlying 
investment ethos

Limited or no focus on 
ESG factors of 
underlying 
investments

Focus on ESG risks, 
from a wide 
consideration of 
factors to negative 
screening of harmful 
products and 
operational practices

Focus on ESG opportunities 
through investment 
selection, portfolio 
management and 
shareholder advocacy

Focus on one or a cluster of 
issue areas of social and 
environmental challenges to 
create/leverage commercial 
growth opportunities for 
market-rate or market-
beating returns

Focus on one or a cluster of 
issue areas of social or 
environmental challenges 
and where social or 
environmental returns will 
be delivered in addition to 
financial return

Focus on any number of 
issue areas of social or 
environmental challenges 
that require a financial trade 
off or different capital/ 
investment structures

Focus on one or a cluster 
of issue areas where 
social or environmental 
challenges require 100% 
financial trade off

Impact intent Business as usual Signal that impact 
matters

Signal that impact matters; 
engage actively

Signal that impact matters; 
engage actively; grow 
new/underserved capital 
markets

Signal that impact matters; 
engage actively; grow 
new/underserved capital 
markets; provide flexible 
capital

Signal that impact matters; 
engage actively; focus on 
underserved markets; 
provide flexible and patient 
capital

Signal that impact 
matters most provide 
free resources
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Foresight: Innovative and blended financial models

43

Blended investments

• Strategic use of development finance and humanitarian aid/philanthropic investments to attract 
larger amounts of private capital, aimed at making the development ecosystem more effective.

Results-based investments

• Investment that links financing to pre-determined results with payment made only on verification 
of agreed results.

Impact investments

• Investors that articulate an intent to achieve social and environmental goals alongside a targeted 
financial return. 

• Investors that follow a credible narrative (impact thesis) describing how their investment makes a 
contribution to the achievement of that goal. 

• Investors that have an impact measurement process and system in place to assess and report on the 
impact they achieve.
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Foresight: Innovative finance examples
Blended finance: African Agricultural Capital Fund

$25 million fund plus $17 million from various foundations and a $1,5 million technical fund

Supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Gatsby 
Charitable Foundation, blended with an $8 million commercial loan from JP Morgan and underwritten 
by a 50% guarantee from USAID.  

Objective is to inject risk capital into the agricultural supply chains in East Africa to support 
smallholder farmers.  

The fund is managed by Pearl Capital Partners and supports farmers in Kenya, Malawi and Uganda.
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Foresight: Innovative finance examples
Impact investment: Palladium

45

$40 million impact investment fund to bridge the financing gap for small businesses in Sub-Sahara Africa

Provides capital for SMEs in emerging markets, focusing on agribusiness value chains and off-grid clean 
energy in Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya, with the aim to alleviate poverty and economically empower more 
than 500 000 rural households, creating at least 3 500 full-time jobs

Investors include foundations, family offices, pension funds and institutional investors, while Palladium 
will manage the fund, anchored by a $5 million investment

The fund will make debt and mezzanine investments of between $250 000 and $2 million into small 
companies/ agribusinesses and have already made two direct impact investments:
• Naasakle: mother-and-daughter-owned shea nut harvesting and processing business in Ghana
• PEG Africa: an off-grid solar energy project
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A Social Impact Bond (SIB) provides upfront capital to the 
Harambee Academy to identify employment opportunities and 
deliver training to 600 young people. 

After a year of testing the structure, the model is being refined 
and scaled up. From years two to four, the SIB will include two 
further service providers, and an additional two investors. The 
original investors will recycle their capital from year one into the 
second phase, as well as increase their investment.

• Between April and December 2018, Harambee placed 
600 young people (61% women) in jobs. 

• The second phase began in July 2019, and over the next 
three years the SIB aims to find employment for a further 
5 400 young people. 

Outcomes are tracked and quarterly interest payments are made 
to investors. If outcomes are not met, investors are not repaid, and 
funds from the outcome funders will be used for Harambee’s next 
performance cycle.
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Foresight: Results-based finance
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Foresight: Results-based finance example
Harambee Inclusive Youth Employment SIB Year 1 Years 2 - 4
Beneficiaries 600 young people 5 400 young people
Upfront capital R34 m ($2,42 m) R86,9 m ($6,21 m)
Outcome payments R38 m (R2,71 m) R270,5 m ($19,3 m)

Outcome metrics

 Eligibility:  SA citizens 18-35 in poor households with no or low income and in need 
of a work readiness intervention.

 Sustainable, quality employment: Contract at least 12 months (or 24 months in the 
case of payments from the Jobs Fund)

 Employment contract must be in place to trigger outcomes payment

Intervention

1. Using a market diagnostic to identify growth sectors that have the capacity to 
absorb youth labour, and forming coalitions with relevant players

2. Identifying and executing alternative pathways to train young people 
3. Securing job placement

Investors

Brimstone Legacy Fund in 
partnerships with Old Mutual and 
Nedbank

Hollard Insurance Company

Standard Bank Tutuwa Community 
Foundation

Brimstone Legacy Fund in partnerships with 
Old Mutual and Nedbank

Hollard Insurance Company

Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation

Clientele Limited

Openheimer Generations Foundation 
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Foresight: Social Impact Bond example
• The Western Cape Departments of Health and Social Development allocated 

R24 million to trial three SIBs aimed at improving the health, nutrition and 
developmental status of pregnant women and children in low-income communities. 

• Corporate donors committed another R24 million including a coalition of investors: 
Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation, Futuregrowth Asset Management 
and LGT Venture Philanthropy.

• The Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at UCT’s Graduate 
School of Business facilitated the process.

• The Impact Bond Innovation Fund (IBIF) is implemented by the Western Cape 
Foundation for Community Work (FCW) and is managed by an intermediary 
partnership between Volta Capital and mothers2mothers. 

• The SIB was designed to allow government to determine a benchmark, or minimum 
threshold of quality ECD services for pre-school children and to determine the full 
cost of delivering ECD services. 
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Foresight: Disruption
New concept of value
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Foresight: New concept of value

First there was blended value (Jed Emerson), then there was shared value (Michael E. Porter and Mark R. Kramer).

50

• Blended value  refers to a conceptual framework in which non-profit organisations, businesses and investments 
are evaluated based on their ability to generate a blend of financial, social and environmental value. Blended 
value propositions that value cannot be disaggregated and are inherently made up of more than one 
measurement of performance.

A for-profit business would consider its social 
and environmental impact on society alongside 
its financial impact. 

A non-profit would consider its financial 
efficiency and sustainability in conjunction with 
its social and environmental performance. 
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Foresight: New concept of value
Shared value’s premise is that the interdependence of an organisation’s competitiveness and the welfare of its 
stakeholders lies behind its value creation.

Shared value can be derived from:

51

Reconceiving products and markets: Companies can meet social needs while better serving existing markets, 
accessing new ones or lowering costs through innovation.

Redefining productivity in the value chain: Companies can improve the quality, quantity, cost and reliability 
of inputs and distribution, while acting as stewards for essential natural resources and driving economic and 
social development.

Enabling local cluster development: Companies do not operate in isolation from their surroundings. 
To compete and thrive, they need reliable local suppliers, a functioning infrastructure of roads and 
telecommunications, access to talent, and an effective and predictable legal system.
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Foresight: Examples of blended and shared value

52

Blended value
Aravind Eye Hospital offers quality eye care on a sliding scale fee model – those who cannot afford medical care are 
treated for free, and those who can pay, do. Even after having served more than 32 million patients (most of the 
surgeries being free or subsidised), it has managed to be a lucrative hospital. Its financial sustainability, blended with 
the impact on the eye health of millions of rural Indians, allows Aravind to yield a high level of blended value.

Shared value
Enel is one of the world’s top producers of energy from renewables – zero emission sources 

account for 51% of its production. Through its Open Power strategy, it is sharing green tech and 
tactics with startups, industrial partners, universities and others. Enel has launched 147 energy

projects with startups, 39 of which scaled to industrial deployment in the past three years.
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Foresight: Disruption 
Impact ecosystem driven by innovation 
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Foresight: A new ecosystem

outcomes
(impact)

The structure of capital is changing Therefore our understanding of “value” has changed

Redefining the boundaries of:

purpose
(existence)

value
(services)

markets 
(investees, 

beneficiaries and 
intermediaries)

Outcome of the impact economy
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Foresight: A new ecosystem

However:

• Environmental degradation is 
causing humanitarian crises

• Humanitarian crises are 
exacerbating areas that are 
already under a lot of strain

Until now, the humanitarian 
sector has focused exclusively 
on society, and environmental 
and humanitarian action was 
often understood as two 
different sectors.

New realities:

• Resources are less

• New development priorities

• Depending on where you are in 
the ecosystem, actors have 
become more or less effective
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Social innovation is the application of innovative, 
practical, sustainable, market-based approaches to 
benefit society in general, and low-income or 
underserved populations in particular. 
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Foresight: Innovation

Digital innovation has been a subdomain of social 
innovation since 2014 and is the result of the 
introduction of digital technologies. 
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African customs and traditions often make it difficult for women to own land and assets, resulting in 
financial institutions not considering women to be creditworthy.

Microleasing allows people to use each other’s assets (animals, machinery, tools) in exchange for 
specified periodic payments. Microleasing enables borrowers (without a credit history or any collateral) 
to access and use capital, equipment and other items. 

Leases are linked to specific assets and are not as vulnerable to expropriation by partners or spouses. 
It allows women to acquire productive assets to grow their businesses and earn revenue. When leases 
are complete, the assets become the property of the women and can then be used as collateral for 
subsequent loans. 

Selfina has economically empowered more than 25 000 women, with a total credit worth of $16 million. 
Providing microcredit through microleasing, more than 200 000 lives have been impacted through the 
benefits accrued. Women are now owners of their own businesses and assets, and more than 125 000 
jobs have been created.
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Foresight: Social innovation example
Microleasing and Selfina (Tanzania)
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Foresight: Social innovation example

Lumkani

• Seeks to address the challenge of fires in urban 
informal settlements and townships in South Africa and 
across the globe.  

• Has distributed thousands of fire alarms to homes, 
drastically lowering the instances of fires in 
communities and ensuring that the most vulnerable 
are provided with financial security.

• Lumkani is a technology company that distributes low-
cost inclusive insurance products to financially 
excluded households and businesses. This creates 
safety nets and financial security.  
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Foresight: Digital innovation example

59

Pelebox

• A digital platform that manages internet-enabled smart 
lockers that enable patients to collect their repeat chronic 
medication in under two minutes, instead of queuing at 
public clinics. 

• Leverages the power of technology to improve service 
delivery and offers a patient-centric service.

• Pelebox smart lockers can be placed at various locations, 
such as shopping malls, commuter nodes or retail outlets. 

• Pelebox provides alternative ways of reaching patients, 
ensuring that core clinical resources can focus on patient 
interface rather than dispensing.
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Foresight: Social entrepreneurs

Social enterprises can be constructed as:

• Non-profits: Typically drive the adoption of an innovation that addresses a market/systemic or government 
failure; reduce dependency on funding, and longer-term sustainability is often enhanced because the social 
entrepreneur has a vested interest in the growth and continuation of the venture.

• For-profits: Generally created with the intent to solve social problems; while profits are generated, the main 
aim is to grow the social venture and reach more people in need with more products and services.

• Hybrids: Could be a combination of the above models, with an objective that includes a degree of cost-
recovery by selling goods and services.
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Social entrepreneurs pursue applications and solutions that solve social, environmental or community-based 
challenges. They are willing to take on financial risk to create positive changes in society.

They seek to address systemic imbalances – the root causes behind social problems or social stigma. Their main 
goal is to earn a profit and implement widespread improvements across the ecosystem. 
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Many pitching contests for funding and large investments are dedicated by corporate social investors as part of 
transformation initiatives, including skills development, enterprise and supplier development or socio-economic 
development budgets. However, hardly any of the competitions have produced evidence of impact and most are 
once-off events, rendering them unsustainable. In addition, they placed NGOs in a position to compete for 
funding – not only with entrepreneurs, but reduced the amount of funding available to the sector.
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Foresight: Social entrepreneurs

Examples: 

• Barloworld Mbewu Social Enterprise Competition 

• SAB Foundation Tholoana Enterprise programme, social innovation and disability empowerment awards

• Google Impact Challenge

Several incubators, accelerators and funding/development hubs have been created to support and fund social 
enterprises.

Funding social enterprises has become one of the major focus areas for impact and social investors and philanthropists. 
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Foresight: Social entrepreneur and enterprise examples
Social entrepreneur

Easy Solar: Inspired by the lack of access to electricity in 90% of Sierra Leone, Ghanaian social entrepreneur 
Nthabiseng Mosia and her partners created Easy Solar. They operate on a rent-to-own financial model and offer 
high-quality products and appliances. Easy Solar has connected more than 200 000 households, created more than 
300 jobs, ensured more than $5 million in household savings, and has nine distribution points.

Social enterprises

Kiva: Created a platform for individuals and funders to lend money directly to entrepreneurs who would otherwise 
not get funding. They charge a small fee to cover the operational costs. They have facilitated more than $1 billion in 
loans, achieved a repayment rate of 96,8%, have more than 1,8 million lenders and operate in 78 countries.

Kenya: 
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Evelene: A loan of $400 helped to 
purchase poultry and dairy feed and 
stock to improve farming activities.

Alice: A loan of $650 helped to purchase farming inputs, such as 
certified seeds and nutrient-rich fertiliser to boost the quality of 

produce, increase profit and elevate her standard of living.
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Foresight: Circular economy
The current linear production and consumption system is 
based on extracting raw materials (take), manufacturing 
goods (make), consuming them (use) and generating 
waste (dispose). 

The circular economy proposes converting waste into 
new resources and guides the design of every production 
stage by the idea of regeneration. 
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Circular economy and impact economy meet at 
numerous intersections:

• Both models place individuals and sustainable 
development at the core. The key success factor lies 
in strengthening creative and innovative capacity at 
the local level. 
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The Appliance Bank recruits unemployed men and gives them technical skills to repair appliances and 
sell the functioning appliances for a profit in their communities. Participants receive extensive financial, 
business and life skills training as well as coaching and mentoring to help them on their journey to 
self-determination. 

The holistic programme explores beliefs of patriarchy and gender roles, hoping to create fathers that 
become role models for future generations. 

The Appliance Bank supports the circular economy by preventing damaged appliances from being disposed 
of in landfills and it helps impoverished communities’ access essential home appliances at affordable 
prices, improving their living standards. 

The Clothing Bank enters into strategic partnerships with most of South Africa’s major clothing retailers 
who donate their excess stocks. Unemployed mothers join a two-year training programme and quickly 
start small businesses by trading (mainly in the informal sector) the clothing they buy from The Clothing 
Bank at discounted prices. They support 800 mothers trading from five branches, and the objective is that 
each woman should earn at least R4 000 per month.
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Foresight: Circular economy example
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Foresight: Innovation and impact hubs
Innovation and impact hubs have been widely celebrated by practitioners and policymakers for their ability to 
boost creativity and collaboration. 

Hubs (along with “labs”) are now appearing and proliferating in virtually every major city around the world.

• It seems as if there are as many sub-types as there are different types of entrepreneurship, for instance 
“fintech” hubs. 

• Variations on this theme include startup bootcamps, pitching competitions and hackathons.
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The Tony Elumelu Foundation: Launched in 2015, The Entrepreneurship Programme is the largest African 
philanthropic initiative devoted to entrepreneurship and represents a 10-year and $100 million commitment 
to identify and empower 10 000 African entrepreneurs, create 1 000 000 jobs, and add $10 billion in revenue 
to Africa’s economy. Built on the philosophy of Africapitalism, it includes all 54 African countries, received 
216 025 applications in 2019, and have empowered more than 7 521 entrepreneurs.
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Foresight: Innovation and impact hub examples

Impact Hubs: A rapidly expanding, diverse global 
network of inspiring spaces, collaborative 
entrepreneurial communities and incubation and 
acceleration programmes, with several offices globally.
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Incubators: Shanduka Black Umbrellas, Raizcorp, 
Edgegrowth, Muzinda Hub (Zimbabwe), Hive Colab
(Uganda), AfriLabs (Kenya, Uganda, Cameroon and 
Senegal), ActivSpaces (Cameroon)

Accelerators: Merck (healthtech), Barclays’s Rise 
(fintech), Injini (edutech), Wennovation Hub (agritech), 
Think (digital tech), Making More Health (MMH) –
Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria
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Foresight: Disruption 
Impact technology
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a global phenomenon characterised by the convergence of digital, 
physical and biological technologies. 

It builds on the third (digital) revolution, which has connected billions of people via mobile devices 
with unprecedented processing power, storage capacity and access to knowledge. 

The rate of change brought about by 4IR has significant implications and opportunities for social purpose 
organisations and the humanitarian ecosystem to innovate and respond to an increasing range of 
humanitarian needs.

However, getting ahead of coming challenges will mean investing in the sector’s capacities and skills to 
become more agile and adaptive to new changes in the ecosystem.
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Foresight: 4IR
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Foresight: Impact technology
Impact technology is about the intentional use of science and technology to benefit people and the planet

69

It is an emerging sector that is growing worldwide, influenced by 

Impact technology offers entrepreneurs in emerging economies an opportunity to leapfrog outdated systems and 
move straight to advanced ones. It also gives social purpose organisations the opportunity to become more effective, 
efficient and commercially resilient. It offers the humanitarian sector the possibility to deliver faster services more 
effectively and at better cost.

talent and skills 
convergence 
between the 

tech and 
impact worlds

a sense of 
urgency to 

respond 
effectively to 

global challenges

economic 
incentives

growing influence 
of new 

generations of 
consumers, 
workers and 

investors

economic and 
commercial 
possibilities 
offered by 
emerging 

technologies
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Foresight: IoT and crowdsourcing

Internet of Things 

SweetSense places wifi or cellular connected sensors on water pumps in Rwanda. The sensors register data about 
water supply, demand, hourly flow rates, usage, performance, seasonality and peak periods. The sensors may add 
10% to the cost of the handpump, but increase the uptime by 80% to 90%, reducing the cost per unit of water. 
In Kenya, a similar project has increased the functioning of hand pumps by 31%, ensuring a much more stable 
flow of water in villages.
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Crowdsourcing

Red Cross sends text messages to registered donors, according to blood types needed; 
these work much better than traditional and expensive methods of communication. 
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Foresight: Crowdfunding
• Donation-based crowdfunding 

• Rewards-based crowdfunding 

• Equity crowdfunding 

• Debt/lending crowdfunding 

• M-funding in Rwanda helps entrepreneurs 
crowdfund for social impact projects.  
Beyond connecting young entrepreneurs to 
investors, M-funding also provides technical 
support and legal assistance to young 
entrepreneurs after financing their project 
on the platform.
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Foresight: Geographic information systems

In Niger, Mercy Corps partners with NASA to harness 
satellite imagery to help find underground water 
resources and build sustainable water access plants 
with the government to fight ongoing droughts that 
affect the lives of millions of farmers.
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The World Food Programme is the world’s largest 
humanitarian agency that fights hunger worldwide. 
On average, the WFP reaches more than 80 million 
people with food assistance in 82 countries each 
year, using remote sensing and GIS data.
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Foresight: Digital identities and biometrics
The World Bank estimates that more than 
a billion people worldwide are unable to 
provide identification to prove who they 
are. Digital IDs help refugees and displaced 
populations access services. A digital ID is 
linked to fingerprints, iris scans, personal 
information, medical records and other 
personal data. 

In Botswana, digital identification through 
biometrics resulted in a 25% savings in 
pensions and social grant payouts by 
identifying duplicated records and 
deceased beneficiaries. 

In Nigeria, digital identification reduced 
the federal pension roll by 40%.
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Foresight: DLT and cryptocurrencies

74

Cryptocurrencies

• Digital currencies use encryption techniques to regulate the generation of currency units and verify fund transfers, 
operating independently of central banks.

• Akoin is a global project that offers digital and real-life platforms and experiences that create opportunity and 
inclusion for youth entrepreneurs by allowing customers to buy, hold and spend cryptocurrency from their 
smartphone through blockchain-powered apps.  

• The Akoin ecosystem of crypto-based apps offers immediate and ongoing revenue-generating opportunities to 
stimulate micro-exchanges and financial sustainability.

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) 

• Collection of data that is synchronised and shared across multiple locations, e.g. blockchain. 

• UNICEF invested in the startup 9Needs to develop an open-source digital identity and personal information 
platform, Amply. The project uses blockchain infrastructure and smart contracts to help children access services 
such as education, healthcare and social benefits and make the subsidy process more transparent and accountable.
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Foresight: Drone applications
South Korean startup AngelsWing delivers medical supplies and purified water bottles to a health camp in Nepal.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) uses drones to deliver small medical supplies in Papua New Guinea. 
MSF has done the same in Bhutan.

In Madagascar, drones provide data on cyclone-prone areas to detect changes in infrastructure and soil erosion along 
the eastern shoreline.

In Mozambique, covering 14 000 km2 across the Zambezi River Delta, the largest ever mapping operation using 
drones detects informal settlements, creates digital models and helps identify safe places for people to relocate to 
during emergencies.
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Foresight: 3D printing

In Kathmandu, a lot of pipes are fixed in an 
improvised manner, using anything people can find, 
e.g. bicycle tires. Within a few hours, a humanitarian 
team designed a fitting that connects two pipes and 
let a portable 3D printer, running on a car battery, 
print the fitting for $0,40. 

In Bahrain, large-scale 3D printing using a 
sandstone-like material has been used to create 
unique coral-shaped structures that encourage coral 
polyps to colonise and regenerate damaged reefs. 
These structures have a much more natural shape 
than other structures used to create artificial reefs, 
and have a neutral pH, unlike concrete.
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Foresight: Cash transfer programming
CTP is a cluster of ICT innovations that enables aid delivery in direct payments, replacing traditional aid in the form 
of delivered goods. 

Cash can be transferred via cards, e-transfers or mobile money. 

Primary types of CTP are (conditional and unconditional) cash transfers, cash-for-work and e-vouchers. 

All types of CTPs aim to deliver timely and cost-effective assistance to crisis-affected populations, while supporting 
the local economy. 
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Examples:

• During the famine in Somalia, which killed more than 250 000 people, aid agencies used remittance 
companies to provide cash transfers to more than 1,5 million people, helping them survive and recover.

• In Lebanon, more than a million refugees now use smartcard vouchers to buy goods at local shops, or 
ATM cards to withdraw money instead of receiving in-kind aid.

• In the response to Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines, half a million people received cash through the 
extension of an existing government social protection programme.
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Foresight: Artificial  intelligence

• In West Africa, an AI assistant called Nuru
(Swahili for “light”) has been developed with the 
UN FAO, CGIAR and others. Nuru has learned to 
diagnose multiple diseases and infections in 
various crops. 

• Wildlife conservation involves counting animals, 
which is a difficult task. Motion-sensitive 
cameras can automatically photograph wild 
animals, providing massive amounts of data. 
In the Snapshot Serengeti project, scientists 
used deep learning to analyse these images. 
The system can save 99,3% of the manual 
labour, while performing at the same 96,6% 
accuracy level of human volunteers. 
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WaterAid example
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Foresight: Chatbots

Chatbots allow us to communicate with more people at a fraction of the cost, in almost-real time, enabling better 
targeted assistance to those most in need.

The chatbot can 
introduce the user to 
a villager in a remote 
area of Sierra Leone 

and use an 
interactive AI-based 
chat to show photos 

and video media. 

The initiative aims to 
provide a more 

interactive means for 
donors to understand 

the issues and 
contexts to which 

their donations would 
be directed. 

In 2018, the clean-
water charity WaterAid 
launched a Facebook-
accessible chatbot to 
solicit donations for 

clean-water projects. 

The interactive media 
platform gives users a 

sense of how donations 
are used, while 

providing a layer of 
education on clean-

water issues that would 
not be achievable via a 
simple donation portal.
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Foresight: Augmented and virtual reality
The New York City Office of Emergency Management
uses a training rescue simulator that can navigate a 
virtual replica of the city, using a joystick, while 
completing various tasks. 

The Los Angeles Police Department uses a simulator to 
conduct disaster response training. It can be connected 
to other emergency operation centres in different parts 
of the globe for close cooperation. Real-time information 
can be simulated, including newscasts and briefings. 
These make it an immersive experience that challenges 
decision-making abilities. 

The Department of Homeland Security uses a system 
called Enhanced Dynamic Geosocial Environment (EDGE), 
simulating environments where rescue workers can train
without putting themselves or civilians at risk.
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Foresight: Mobile applications
Fedgroup Impact Farming 

81

This mobile application 
lowers entry barriers to 
investments and allows 

investors to directly 
participate in 

commercial farming. 

Apart from a 
1% platform fee and 

payment of the service 
providers, the majority 
of the income goes to 

the asset owner 
(farmer).

The investment 
provides secure 

income to farmers, 
capital for investments, 

creates jobs, ensures 
sustainable farming 
and links farmers to 
retailers across the 
world, ensuring the 
sustainability of the 

farm as well.

The global presence of 
mobile technology and 

low entry cost of the 
app make farming 
assets and finance 

available to investors 
who previously would 
not have such access. 
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Foresight: Mobile applications
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What3Words

• Provides a really simple way to talk 
about location. The organisation has 
divided the world in a grid of 3 m x 3 m 
squares, each one with a unique 
3-word address. 

• The service can be used via the free 
mobile app or an online map. 

• In South Africa, ambulance service ER24 
has partnered with What3words to get 
better directions to emergencies. 
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Foresight: Disruption
Performance management
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Foresight: Impact management and measurement

Three major challenges with regard to performance 
management across the humanitarian sector will have 
to be tackled 

• Refurbishing the evaluation toolkit to meet the needs 
of new actors 

• Professionalisation to compete in an expanding and 
integrated global performance management 
marketplace

• Democratisation of the sector to respond to growing 
dissatisfaction with metrics that do not incorporate a
balance between qualitative and quantitative 
environmental, economic and social contexts 
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Foresight: An evaluation perspective
A failing ecosystem, rapid technology changes, 4IR, a new impact economy, innovative and blended financial 
models and the SDGs call for a formidable expansion of current monitoring and evaluation systems. 

In addition, a variety of new evaluative approaches will be needed to assess global, country, sector and local 
development strategies in pursuit of the SDGs.
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• Current M&E practices and approaches have failed to find cost-effective ways to deliver adequate and timely 
evidence to decision-makers. 

• As global development interventions expand, evaluation practice is crossing borders. 

• It is expanding beyond the public sector, responding to private corporations and philanthropic foundations 
that are becoming major players in the humanitarian sector. 

• The growing social and environmental responsibility agendas of multinational corporations, and the explosive 
growth of INGOs that serve a multitude of humanitarian issues simultaneously requires a rethink of current 
performance standards and methods. 

• With increasing emphasis on real-time feedback, more rigorous data collection and quantifiable results, the 
spread and use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in monitoring and evaluation have 
placed emphasis on a new emerging sector – MERLTech (monitoring, evaluation, research and learning).
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Foresight: An evaluation perspective

• Given the advent of the sustainability agenda, M&E practices will also have to evolve to include 
long-term, secondary, indirect and unintended effects, and transcend the often-fruitless search for 
specifically attributable outcomes. 
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• Greater agility will be required by evaluation professionals to respond to the growing evaluation 
needs of multisector coalitions and interventions.

• Whereas previous evaluation practices emphasised project-level and country-based programme 
evaluations, the next generation of performance management practices will give pride of place to 
the assessment of global and regional public goods delivered by ad hoc networks of like-minded 
development actors. Such network-oriented evaluations will have to emphasise the collective 
impact achieved of multi-actor coalitions rather than effectiveness ratings of outcomes assessed by 
a single actor and/or one intervention at a time. This will bring the need to evaluate partnership 
arrangements into sharper focus. 
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Based on the need of impact investors to find quicker/better and more integrated performance 
measurement solutions, the social sector and its stakeholders have been sidelined out of the meaningful 
and fast-paced discussions led by the global impact investment sector.

The Impact Management Project – a coalition of investors, reporting organisations and standard-setting 
bodies – has developed independently from the social sector and resulted in numerous proprietary impact 
measurement approaches.

The development sector has evaluated the changes brought about through grants, philanthropic donations 
and social investments for many decades, but the impact investment sector demands more evidence than 
just confirming that an investment has been effective and has changed people’s lives. 

The impact investment sector requires evidence of the total impact achieved including the scale, reach 
and depth of the investments, and the risks mitigated. This is because the dividends and interest of these 
investments must be paid out to a range of different investors, using completely different financial 
instruments that may require repayment and reinvested (unlike social investments and grants).

The gap between the growth of impact investing and the management/measurement of impact is rooted 
in substantial cross-sector factors that will need to be addressed if progress is to be made.  New impact 
measurement practices need to borrow from the strengths of business metrics as well as social sector 
evaluation practices.  

01
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Foresight: An impact measurement perspective
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Foresight: Impact management challenge
Impact management can be challenging, as it is not a static set of processes. It is an iterative process that 
includes various aspects of impact management processes across the entire life cycle of an investment.
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Impact design and planning is about understanding the problem/context, defining the solution hypothesis and 
preventing adverse (negative) effects. It aims to i) understand social or environmental challenges from a systemic 
perspective, and ii) define the solution hypothesis and its components (technology, business model, partnerships, etc.). 

Impact measurement and verification consists of defining relevant impact indicators/metrics and tracking their 
evolution. It requires i) collecting the right data, ii) analysing, triangulating and synthesising the data, iii) transposing 
it into useful formats and in a timely fashion, and iv) creating organisational capacity to apply the knowledge gathered 
through the measurement process to update investment and development decisions, strategies and processes. 

Impact reporting and assurance refer to the communication of verified impact results to all relevant stakeholders. 
Effective reporting requires validated/verified impact data, transparent and appropriate impact assessment methods 
and impact results that targeted/intended audiences can easily understand. With growing expectations from customers, 
investors, governments and civil society, impact reports are quickly becoming standard and strategic practice.

Three pillars guide the practice: 
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Next Generation: Integrated approach and perspective

Next Generation presents an integrated impact measurement and management 
solution, the Investment Impact Index™ (III™), that provides a 360-degree 
approach to impact management and measurement (IMM) practice.
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Determines what impact and return were achieved, who was impacted and to what extent, how much impact 
and return were created, and how risks were mitigated

• Analyses data across multiple impact dimensions and investment portfolios

• Visualises impact data for better communication of impact results

• Provides deeper insights for learning and decision-making

• Provides opportunities for impact forecasting and modelling

• Creates baselines and quantitative and qualitative data analysis

It is an impact measurement methodology that utilises a management information system that:
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Next Generation: Integrated approach and perspective
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Impact management and measurement framework
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Impact management process
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Impact management process
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Impact management process
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Impact management and measurement framework
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Impact management and measurement framework
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Impact and return analysis 
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• Our 2020 core theme: Disruption with impact
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Closing

• The aim of the research report:
• An industry body of knowledge providing 

insight into
• prevailing trends
• emerging investment and development 

practices
• innovation opportunities
• technological advances

• Guidance towards better practices for 
the future that will lead to greater impact 
and return
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• The operating context has been disrupted and challenged, and the future is uncertain.

• We need a new mandate that is more focused on solving greater challenges and a new 
social compact to ensure a more equitable and sustainable future.

• Our conclusion is that the impact economy, new impact ecosystem, innovative impact 
technology and an integrated impact management and measurement approach will 
mitigate the voices of dissent and provide new opportunities for the sector to collaborate 
and for practitioners to grow exponentially.
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Eye on the future  
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Engage and contact
We invite you to engage with us and 
contribute to this body of knowledge:
rrossouw@nextgeneration.co.za
+27 (0) 10 300 9995

More information
www.nextgeneration.co.za
www.investmentimpactindex.org

ANY QUESTIONS OR INPUT?
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